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ADAPTIVE CRITIC BASED NEURAL NETWORKS FOR
CONTROL-CONSTRAINED AGILE MISSILE CONTROL
Dongchen Han and S.N. Balakrishnan
University of Missouri-Rolla
Rolla, MO 65409-0050

ABSTRACT
In this study we investigate the use of an 'adaptive
critic' based controller to steer an agile missile with a
constraint on the angle of attack from various initial Mach
numbers to a given final Mach number in minimum time
while completely reversing its flightpath angle. We use
neural networks with a two-network structure called
'adaptive critic' in this study to carry out the optimization
process. This structure obtains an optimal controller through
solving Hamiltonian equations. This approach needs no
external training; each network along with the optimality
equations generates the output for the other network. When
the outputs are mutually consistent, the controller output is
OPTIMAL. Though the networks are trained off-line, the
resulting control is a feedback control.
1. INTRODUCTION

In order to explore and extend the range of operations of airto-air missiles, there have been studies in recent years with a
completely different concept. That is launch the missile as
usual from the aircraft; however, the missile should be able
to intercept a target in the REAR hemisphere. The best
emerging alternative to execute this task is to use the
aerodynamics and thrust to turn around the initial flight path
angle of zero to a final flight path angle of 180 degrees.
(Every scenario can be considered as a subset of this set of
extremes in flightpath angle.) Furthermore, the missile is
constrained to fly with limited angle of attack. In the design
as well as later phases of such a missile, there is a need to
develop analysis tools to study such a minimum time problem
under various initial conditions. This problem falls under a
class called 'free final time control-constrained' problems in
calculus of variations (optimal control) which for an envelope
of initial conditions is dificult to solve. Currently there is no
unified mathematical formalism under which a controller can
be designed for nonlinear systems. Available solutions for
nonlinear controllers are highly problem oriented.
Consequently, we propose a formulation which: 1) solves a
nonlinear control problem directly without any
approximation to the system model (in the absence of a good
model this approach can synthesize a nonlinear model of the
states), 2) yield a control law in a feedback form as a
function of the current states, and 3) maintain the same
structure regardless of the type or problem (handles linear
problems as well). Such a formulation is afforded by the
field of neural networks.
Several authors have used neural networks to
"optimally" solve nonlinear systems [Hunt [2], White and
Sofge [3]]. Almost all these studies fall within four
categories: 1) supervised control, 2) direct inverse control,
3) neural adaptive control, and 4) backpropagation through
time [7]. A fifth and rarely studied class of controller has the
most interesting structure. It is called an Adaptive Critic
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Architecture [3,4,5,6.7], Fig. 1. The reason for choosing this
structure for formulating the optimal control problems are
that this approach needs NO external training as in other
forms of neurocontrollers, this is not an open loop optimal
controller but afeedback controller, and it preserves the same
structure regardless of the problem (linear or nonlinear).
Balakrishnan and Biega [4] have shown the usefulness of this
architecture for infinite finite-time linear problems.
The method discussed in this study determines an
optimal control law for a nonlinear system by successively
adapting two networks, an action network and a critic
network. This method determines the control law for an
entire range of initial conditions [4]. It simultaneously
determines and adapts the neural networks to the optimal
control policy for both linear and nonlinear systems.
We have solved the unconstrained problem by this
method [8]. In this paper we study the case with control
constraints.

2. PROBLEM FORMULATION AND
SOLUTION DEVELOPMENT
2.1 Mathematical Formulation
Through the neural network methodology presented in this
study, we will be able to solve a class of optimal control
problems.
The system model is given by
x(i

+

1)

=

f i ( x ( i ) , u(i))

(1)

where fi( ) can be either linear or nonlinear. Find a optimal
control u(i)
. . that
N-l

min J

=

4[x(N)]

Li [x(i), u(i)].

+

(2)

1=0

Subject to a control inequality constraint:
C[u(i)] s 0

(3)

In Eq. (2), Li( ) can be a linear or nonlinear function of
the states andor control and 4( ) can be a linear or nonlinear
function of terminal states. Li ( ) is also known as a utility
function; i indicates the stage.
The optimal control problem can be formulated in terms
of Hamiltonian [I] where the Hamiltonian, Hi, is given by
Hi=L,(x(i),u(i))+hT(i+l)fi(x(i)),u(i)+pT(i+l)C[u(i)]

(4)

The propagation equationsfor the lagrange multiplier, i = 0,l ,
...N-I, are given by

with boundary condition on
=

in the optimality condition in Eq. (7) to get target u ~ . ~ .
Use this to correct the uN.z network. Continue this
process till the network weights show little changes. This
uN.2network yields optimal uN-z.
2) Using random xN.2, output the control UN-* from the u ~ . ~
network. Use these x ~and
- u~ ~to.get~ xN.,and input x ~ . ~
to generate AN-l. Use x ~ . u~ ,~and
. ~AN-l to obtain optimal
AN.z. Train a A,, network with x ~ as. input
~ and obtain
optimal A,, as output.
3) Repeat the last two steps with k = N-1, N-2, . . . 0 until
we get U,.
A schematic of the network development is presented in
Fig. 2.

1 as

(Wx(N))/wqT

The optimality condition is
aHi/au(i) = 0, i = 0, 1,

..., N - 1

With the additional requirement that:

3. SYSTEM MODEL IN A VERTICAL PLANE
3.1 The Reformulation of System Model
For problem with control variable inequality constraints,
the following equations hold at the junction between
constrained arc and unconstrained arc [ 11:

The motion equations of a agile missile in a vertical plane are
presented in this section. The minimum-time optimization
problem is presented, the difficulties are pointed out, and a
reformulation is made with the flightpath angle as the
independent variable.
The non-dimensional equations of motion in a vertical
plane are:

h(i -) = h(i +)
H(i -) = H(i +)

(10)

HU(i-) = Hu(i +)
i.e the control inequality constraint will not form a comer,
that is the A,H, U, p are continuous across the junction points
between the unconstrained control arc and constrained
control arc. So the control inequality constraint problem is
different from unconstrained problem only in that it needs to
get
For c < 0 we have p(i) = 0 and equation (8) determine
u(i) . For C = 0 the state equation (2) determine u(i) then
equ.(8) calculate p(i).

MI =

-

(12)

COSY]

q = Mcosy
ZL

= -

(13)
(14)

Msiny

where prime denotes differentiation with respect to the
nondimensional time, T.
The nondimensional parameters used in Eqn. (1 1) (14)
are:

-

T = glat ; Tw = T / m g ; Sw = p a' S / Z m g

M = V / a ;%

Svnthesis of the Last Network

T.

+ T ~ C O S ~( 1 1 )

'[

For finite time (or finite-horizon) problems, solution with
neural networks evolves in two stages:

('2:))

SwMzC,-siny

y/ = M S ~ M ~ C+ , ~,,,sina

2.2 General Procedure for Adaptive Critic Solution

Note that A(N) =

-

x ; Z,

=

=

g z
-

a*
In these equations, M is the flight Mach number, y, the
flightpath angle, a, the aerodynamic angle of attack, x, the
horizontal range, z, the negative of altitude (pointing down),
T, the solid rocket thrust, m, the mass of the missile, S, the
reference aerodynamic area, V, the speed of the missile, C,,
the lift coefficient, C,, the drag coefficient, g, the acceleration
due to gravity, a, the speed of sound, p, the atmospheric
density, and t is the flight time. Note that C, and C, are
functions of angle of attack and flight Mach number.
a'

For various random

values of x(N), A, can be calculated.
Use the state-propagation Eq. (1) and optimality
condition in Eq. (7) to calculate u,-~ for various xN.Iby
randomly selecting x(N) and the corresponding AN from
step 1.
With uN.land A,, calculate A,-,for various xN., by using
the costate propagation equation (5).
Train two neural networks. For different values of xN+
the U,., network outputs uN.land the AN.l network outputs
AN.l. We have optimal control and costates for various
values of the state at stage (N-1) now.

Obiective:
The objective of the minimization process is to find the
control (angle-of-attack) history to minimize the time taken
by the missile to reverse its flightpath angle completely with
the limited angle of attack while the Mach number changes
from an envelope of initial Mach numbers to a given final
Mach number of 0.8.
Mathematically, this problem is stated as to find the
control minimizing J, the cost function where

Other Networks
I ) Assume different values of the states at stage (N-2),x,-~,
and use a random network (or initialized with u,.~
network) called u,.,-~network to output u ~ . Use
~ . u,.~and
x,-~in the state propagation equation to get x ~ . Input
~.
x,.~ to the AN.l network to obtain &-I.
Use xN-zand AN.l
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J =

the costate equation is :

/" dt

(15)

with the constraints y(0) = 0 deg., M(0) given, y(tf) =
180 deg. and M(tJ = 0.8. This constrained optimization
problem comes under the class of 'free final time' problems
in calculus of variations and is difficult to solve. No general
solution exists which generates optimal paths for flexible
initial conditions.
We seek to provide such solutions using adaptive criticbased neural networks. In order to facilitate the solution
using neural networks, the equations of motion are
reformulated using the flightpath angle as the independent
variable. This enables us to have a fixed final condition as
opposed to the 'free final time'. The transformed dynamic
equations are:

_ dY

- (-SwM'CD-~iny

SwM2CL- COSY

+

-3Sw&'CDk-SWMlx

+)"t+1*6Y

denk

Optimality condition is obtained as
--

T,u)M

+T

acDt

- 0

aut

, s ~U
In an expanded form, this is

and transformed cost function:
n

aM
' =, I g(SwM2CLcosy

+

Twsina)

dY

subject to the control variable inequality constraint:
U I U'

(here U* = 120")

3.2 Development of Neural Network Solutions on the
Constraint Boundary

c [u(i)] = U-U' i 0

The procedure to develop neural network solution is similar
to [8]. There are a few points that need to be noted, however.
We have developed a neural network solution
corresponding to the unconstrained state variable
problem. For control inequality constraint, parts of
solution can still be used. Since the optimal solution
from boundary segment to final state is one of the optimal
trajectories of unconstrained problems.
We get the solution using backward procedure as the
unconstrained problem. Prior the control limit is met, all
the trained networks are still the optimal solution. We
continue the procedure until the limit control is exceeded,
then we just let the control target equal the limit value. If
the state through this control falling the previous one
trained network scope, then this is the optimal control,
otherwise choose new state scope until all the state falling
into the previous trained network scope. Then this
network is trained optimally. Thus actually, we needn't
calculate the p value since it doesn't affect the procedure.

The corresponding Hamiltonianequation is: (continuous
form)
H=L+l.f+pC
(20)
Written in discrete form as:

Let
de&

=

Sw$CLk - cos yt

+

T, sin at

-adenk
- 2SwM;CLk + SwM'-acLk
aMk

t

aMk

4. USE OF NETWORKS IN REAL-TIME AS
FEEDBACK CONDITIONS

(22)

Assume any MO[within the trained range]. Use uoneural
network to find optimal U and integrate until y, for a1
network is reached; use the MI values to find aIfrom the a1
neural network and integrate until y2 is reached, and so on,
until yr is reached.
Note that the forward integration is done in terms of
time. As a result, even though the network synthesis is done
off-line, the control is a feedback process based on current

(24)
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states.

5. NUMERICAL RESULTS
Tables of aerodynamic data of C, and C, variations with
Mach numbers and angle of attack were provided by the Air
Force. Neural network solutions were developed as
described in earlier sections.
The control inequality constraint is chosen such that the
angle of attack,
a i 120deg

Before meet the control limit, we adopt all the trained
network for unconstrained problem since all these are optimal
solution. We again get 37 networks to implement this
optimal process. Figures 3-7 are one set of optimal neural
network solutions. Note that all these results are forward
integration in terms of time. The real advantage of using rhe
adaptive critic approach is clear from Figwe S. For each
trajectory with initial Mach number varying from 0.6 to 0.8,
the final Mach number is 0.8. That is, the same cascade of
neurocontroller is used to generate optimal control for an
envelooe of initial conditions. To compare the control
inequality constraint with the unconstrained problem, we also
plot the angle of attack trajectory vs the flight path angle for
both the unconstrained and control constrained problem, see
Fig. 9 and Fig. IO. From these results we could see that the
control limit is met during relative short period, and its effect
is approximate to unconstrained control. From the Mach
number trajectory we can see that the Mach number is slight
high than its corresponding part without constraint. This is
expected since smaller angle of attack result in higher speed.

6. CONCLUSIONS
Fig. 1 Schematic of Adaptive Critic Formulation
.An adaptive critic-based neural network solution for a
'bounded control, free final time' problem associated with
agile missile control has been solved. The neural network
controllers are able to provide (near) optimal control to the
missile from an envelope of initial Mach numbers to a fixed
final Mach number of 0.8 in minimum time. An added
advantage in using these neurocontrollers is that they provide
minimum time solutions even when we change the initial
flight path angle from zero to any non zero (positive) value.
To our knowledge, there has been no one tool (other than
dynamic programming) which provides such solutions.
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